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THE CAMBRIDGE EDITION OF LAWRENCE’S POEMS: 

SEEING IT THROUGH, OR HOW THE BOARD SAW IT 

 

JOHN WORTHEN 

 

 

 

I was asked to become a member of the Board of the Cambridge 

Edition of ‘The Letters and Works of D. H. Lawrence’ in 1983. The 

Board met at least once a year at the Edinburgh Building offices of 

Cambridge University Press (CUP) in Cambridge chaired by J. T. 

Boulton (known to us all as Jim, but not called that by anyone who 

did not know him well – as people occasionally discovered). Our 

meetings were to discuss progress on the various volumes of the 

Edition, to decide whether letters enquiring about progress should be 

sent out to particular editors, and to cover a whole range of other 

matters concerned with the volumes and the Edition.1 Michael Black, 

of CUP but by 1983 retired, was also on the Board (he was the person 

responsible for the existence of the Edition, having initiated the 

project back in the early 1970s). Carl Baron and Andrew Robertson 

had moved off the Board, but Lindeth Vasey had been invited to join 

as a full member at the same time as I. Warren Roberts, the other 

General Editor, who lived in Texas, never attended meetings in 

England and was consulted by Jim as necessary by post (odd to 

remember the days when letters were the usual means of scholarly 

conversation). 

 One of the earliest issues I recall discussing was the lack of 

reported progress of the volumes of Lawrence’s poems; the 

contracted editor was Carole Ferrier of the University of Queensland. 

She had originally developed the plan with Warren Roberts of 

producing a variorum edition of Lawrence’s poetry and had been 

given a contract around 1975, when editors for the various volumes 

were first being chosen by the Board. She had produced a wonderful 

doctoral thesis of an edition of Lawrence’s early poems; it was 

obviously right that she should be selected as the CUP Poems editor. 
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By 1983, she was also famous for having managed to persuade CUP 

‒ back in the 1970s ‒ to provide £300 to assist her with typing. This 

was the only time in the history of the entire forty-volume Edition of 

Lawrence’s works that any editor managed to acquire such support: 

and given her subsequent failure to submit, the CUP representative 

on the Board, the late Andrew Brown, rued the day she had obtained 

it. 

 But when I came on to the scene in 1983, this grant of money was 

well in the past (even if unforgotten). The problem was that Carole 

Ferrier had been devoting herself, in academic terms, to work in a 

different field and had less and less time for the Lawrence project. It 

was eventually thought that the way forward for the Lawrence 

volume would be to have someone else come in and help her. The 

person we thought of was Christopher Pollnitz, also based in 

Australia; a poet himself, he had already given excellent conference 

papers on Lawrence’s poetry. Lindeth Vasey was entrusted with a 

tentative question to him in the summer of 1985 at the Lawrence 

conference in Bristol: would he be interested? She reported back that 

he would indeed be very interested. 

 This remained the state of affairs for another year – during which 

we also heard nothing from Carole Ferrier ‒ until Christopher was 

formally asked in 1986 to collaborate with her and concentrate on the 

post-1926 texts. At that point the volumes were still thought of as a 

reading text of all the poems in one volume with a massive variorum 

apparatus in volume 2 (or perhaps volumes 2, 3 and 4). But then, 

sometime between 1989 and 1992, Carole finally withdrew from the 

project, her work and commitments elsewhere no longer allowing her 

to go on with any work on Lawrence; and she handed over all her 

materials to Christopher. This left him as sole editor. 

 By that stage Christopher had started to become aware of the 

magnitude of what he had taken on and to have an inkling of the 

problems which lay ahead, while (to speak frankly) the Board had 

rather little idea. It had been assumed that Carole Ferrier’s Ph.D. 

thesis, which was a variorum edition of the early poems, would in 

effect constitute half of the CUP Poems and that all Christopher had 
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to do was to prepare the rest. As Lawrence had prepared his own 

Collected Poems in 1928, it was imagined that there could be no 

reasonable excuse for further delay. 

 No-one appreciated the sheer size and complexity of the job. For 

one thing the manuscript archive of poems had increased enormously 

over the years. A glance at the entry for the ‘Poems’ in Section E of 

the 2001 Lawrence Bibliography, now edited by Paul Poplawski, 

compared with the list in Warren Roberts’s original 1963 volume, 

shows this, and even that list has to be extended yet again, following 

Christopher’s discoveries and identifications: a major, massive list 

of manuscripts appears in Volume III of The Poems. Carole Ferrier’s 

pioneering work on the early poems also needed to be completely 

reworked in the light of newly identified materials. 

 Editing a book or a novel ‒ the basis of editorial method as 

generally understood by the two General Editors of the Edition and 

by those who had initiated it ‒ meant locating the various surviving 

artefacts of writing: a manuscript perhaps, a typescript maybe, 

possibly a corrected typescript, usually the text of an American first 

edition, normally the text of an English first edition (rarely all five of 

those). In the case of some books, like The Rainbow, just one 

significant manuscript and a first edition survived or, in the case of 

Aaron’s Rod, a typescript and two first editions.2 

 The number of individual artefacts belonging to a single poem, 

however, may easily be ten or more: in addition to all the above, the 

archive often included an early first draft, an initial periodical 

publication (or two), a revised manuscript, an early volume 

publication, Lawrence’s own revision (at times his rewriting) for the 

1928 Collected Poems – along with major revision frequently 

involved at every stage. Worse still, there was almost certainly no 

way of immediately establishing the sequence of individual 

manuscripts and typescripts because they exist in various academic 

libraries. It is not the job of libraries that happen to possess a draft 

manuscript to know where in the sequence of a poem’s development 

that particular piece of paper belongs. With all the poems’ 

manuscripts appearing in libraries around the world, even eight or 
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nine different academic libraries would need to be contacted for 

copies and, ideally, visited for manuscript checks (for paper can be 

crucial when it comes to identifying poems that belong together) as 

well as for checks of first editions and copies acquired. All that for 

one poem, and Lawrence wrote nearly a thousand poems. 

 All this work was still planned to culminate in a variorum 

apparatus extending over at least two volumes. The sheer bulk ‒ and 

organisation ‒ of the consequent accumulated mass of photocopies 

was a problem. But the sequence of writing and revision of an 

individual poem can only be determined by the editor who has 

assembled everything and is able to compare and sequence the 

material. That editor must also be able to compare like with like and 

discover in the process what is unlike, out of line or in another 

sequence altogether.   

 The simple making sense of the surviving manuscripts, 

typescripts and printed versions of a poem is a large part of the 

business of editing it, and that work has to be carried out on every 

poem. There are also Lawrence poems which split or were turned 

into other poems – quite a number in Pansies – so that one sequence 

of manuscripts might divide or bifurcate, all unknown to anyone 

except the editor, who finds he has three or four poems on his hands, 

not just two or three, or sometimes vice versa. How, then, does one 

write an introduction tracing textual history (the pattern of all the 

Edition’s volumes of Lawrence’s essays, stories and novels) when 

over a thousand individual items are involved? What about 

Explanatory Notes for such a bulk of material? 

 The Board had not considered any of this, but Christopher 

Pollnitz was gradually realising the extent of the task. The Board 

knew only that The Poems edition had not been submitted as a 

finished item on time, then again not finished, and yet again not 

finished, as the years passed. Jim Boulton, General Editor, had 

always demanded that deadlines be kept, and he grew increasingly 

impatient with Christopher’s failure to come up with the goods, to an 

extent that I remember him suggesting, more than once, that another 

editor should be chosen – and imposed ‒ by the Board. Lindeth 
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Vasey and I knew a little at least of what was involved and we 

pointed out that any new editor, starting from scratch, would take at 

least ten years to reach the position that Christopher was then in and 

that, if his contract had in effect been torn up, he would not have been 

obliged to hand over his hoard of photocopies or his research to the 

person appointed to succeed him. Any new editor would have had to 

start all over again the whole process of hunting down materials and 

working out their sequence. It would be no saving of time to ask 

someone else to take on the job. But as the years passed, Jim 

remained impatient, and others too started to wonder if there would 

ever be a Poems edition. Other major volumes came and went ‒ 

Women in Love in 1987, Sons and Lovers in 1991, Lady Chatterley’s 

Lover in 1993, The Woman who Rode Away and Other Stories in 

1995, The First and Second Lady Chatterley Novels in 1999 ‒ with 

still no sight of the Poems. 

 This led to a decision with far-reaching consequences. 

Christopher had explained by post that his work was hugely 

complicated by the problems entailed in producing a variorum 

edition (as had originally been decided and planned), not just an 

edition of previously published editions of poetry. The idea was 

mooted that Christopher should be encouraged to produce a simpler 

variety of edition first: the contents of the Collected Poems volumes 

up to 1928, along with Pansies, Nettles and Last Poems, in two 

volumes (I believe this was my recommendation in 2002). The rest 

of the work would then appear later in some as-yet undesignated 

form. This was agreed upon: in 2003, on a visit to England to look 

again at the manuscripts in the University of Nottingham archive of 

Manuscripts and Special Collections, Christopher attended a Board 

meeting and agreed with this revised plan. 

 The years continued to roll by. I first became personally involved 

in 2005 when, at the 11th International D. H. Lawrence Conference 

in Santa Fe, I spent a very instructive time sitting beside Christopher 

on the bus to Taos, learning what he had been doing, and trying to 

work out with him how he could best bring his work to a finish. This 

turned into a long correspondence by email and my assisting with 
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‘Explanatory Notes’ as well as reading a good deal of his work in 

progress and commenting on it, more informally than by the old 

method of formal submission for examination by all members of the 

Board. Bethan Jones also became involved with the ‘Explanatory 

Notes’, and Ronan McGinty contributed to the ‘Reception’ section 

of the Introduction. 

 By now the larger CUP project had changed in character. 

Collaborative editions were increasingly common and, as the 

editions were produced, the Board met less often; indeed by 2005 it 

was not meeting at all, its business (when it had any) being carried 

out by email. Lindeth Vasey had by then left the Board and Paul 

Poplawski had joined. I became the Board member most concerned 

with The Poems (apart from Linda Bree of CUP who was equally 

keen for the Edition to be finished). All the other planned volumes in 

the Edition had by now been published: Paul Morel and Studies in 

Classic American Literature in 2003, The Virgin and the Gipsy and 

Other Stories in 2005, Mornings in Mexico and Other Essays in 

2009. Even originally unplanned editions of early versions, like The 

Vicar’s Garden and Other Stories and Quetzalcoatl, were moving 

ahead and were published in 2009 and 2011, respectively. 

 By 2009‒10, Christopher was nearing the last stages; and having 

come to England to do some checking in Nottingham, for two years 

running he came to stay with me in Appledore Avenue for a month 

at a time. It was at this stage that he and I took the decision to put the 

Introduction (in effect) in Volume II, in a document we called 

‘Composition, Publication, Reception’ (‘CPR’ it was referred to, 

saving the Edition from arrest as it did); and various final problems 

were solved. I remember, for example, a morning in 2009 in the 

Manuscripts and Special Collections Department of the University 

of Nottingham, when we had all their 1929 Pansies unexpurgated 

editions (and one of mine) spread out on a table, in an effort finally 

to understand the sequence of printing. I had provided Christopher 

with a printer for his laptop: on this, the final text of the poems was 

produced (he had brought the printed ‘Textual Apparatus’ section 

with him) and all the various other parts printed off, corrected and 
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when necessary reprinted. In 2010, great heaps of printed sheets were 

assembled on the biggest table in the Appledore Avenue house (the 

dining table) as Volumes I and II of The Poems came into being, and 

(as the Press demanded) all the sheets numbered in sequence. I will 

never forget the time around midday one sultry July day when, for 

the first time since the project had started around 1975, an edition of 

Lawrence’s poems was brought into existence in the form of a huge 

stack of typescript pages, and Christopher held the complete 

typescript of Volumes I and II in his hands. His eyes filled with tears, 

in sheer relief, triumph and exhaustion. 

 That was by no means the end of the matter. A day or so later, we 

took the huge typescript down to Cambridge, saw Linda briefly, and 

had lunch with Maartje Scheltens, who would be seeing The Poems 

through at the Press. But over the next twelve months, Christopher 

made various discoveries and came to various realisations, such that 

the typescript we had taken down to the Press in such pride had to be 

supplemented and large parts replaced and corrected. I was not 

concerned with any of this, though I was aware of the Press becoming 

impatient. Nonetheless, the work had to be done. Awful problems 

also emerged in proof: for example, the fish in ‘St. Matthew’ 

(1Poems 276) appeared upside down twice (in first and in revised 

proofs), wearing a most knowing and mocking grin: in the index, 

even the printed Volume II managed to omit the first half of the ‘R’ 

section, in spite of the index being correct in revised proof (Volume 

III provides the missing entries). But triumph, nevertheless. It is nice 

to be able to report that Jim Boulton saw the proofs and, shortly 

before his death at the age of eighty-nine in October 2013, held in his 

hands the published edition of the first two volumes of The Poems: 

he had seen it through.   

 There remained a problem, however. Anyone who knew 

Lawrence’s work was aware that none of his uncollected poems 

(including many early ones) had been included in the two-volume 

edition, nor had very many of the manuscript versions. A lot of the 

material in the second half of volume two of Vivian de Sola Pinto’s 

and Warren Roberts’s textually faulty Complete Poems of 1964‒72, 
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for example, was not included in the CUP Poems. And there had been 

a sentence in the brief ‘Introduction’ to Volume I that promised “in 

due course” a “third volume” (1Poems xxxiii). Because the Press had 

wanted an edition of The Poems, it had acquired two volumes, and it 

had announced on the dust jackets for Volumes I and II the com-

pletion of the Cambridge Edition of ‘The Works of D. H. Lawrence’. 

It had to be persuaded, first, that a third volume of Lawrence’s poems 

was necessary, and then that it would not be arriving in the 2020s. 

Linda Bree in particular had to be persuaded. In a cafe in Gargnano 

at the end of June 2014, during the 13th International D. H. Lawrence 

Conference, Christopher and she hammered out an actual timetable 

for the finishing of a third volume as well as a proposed contents list. 

It was a lovely day, warm and beautiful, as we sat looking out over 

Lake Garda (I was acting as secretary); few business meetings can 

ever have been concluded in such a setting. It is giving away no 

secrets to state that Linda had little confidence that Christopher 

would produce the volume in the time allotted; but with her own 

retirement from the Press imminent and eventually fixed for the end 

of January 2018, it became crucial that the volume be finished, 

submitted, and formally accepted by the Press before she left (we had 

no confidence that anyone else at the Press would have any interest 

in publishing such a volume). The date on the agreement for 

Christopher to submit was June 2017. 

 Despite a series of extraordinary problems for Christopher 

(including health), he managed to hand in Volume III by the end of 

April 2017, before the date set in our lakeside meeting. Linda then, 

with infinite tact and intelligence, saw it through acceptance by the 

Syndics and into production, though she would not be in post for its 

actual publication. Christopher worked on the proofs with huge care. 

 My own copy of Volume III of The Poems, mailed by CUP in 

October 2018, succeeded in never arriving, in spite of my flat in 

Cambridge being about 200 yards from the Press; this felt 

appropriate somehow, given the ups and downs through which this 

particular edition had gone. But Bethany Thomas, taking over from 

Linda, had a spare copy of Volume III: I walked over to CUP, and 
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she gave it to me on the afternoon of 13 November 2018. Back in the 

flat, it joined the other thirty-nine volumes of the Works, signalling 

for me, too, the real end of the Edition.  

 We never did produce an edition of Lawrence’s pictures, and 

there are still details to be tidied up, as Hiroshi Muto’s new edition 

of the ‘[Autobiographical Fragment (A Dream of Life)]’ in the 2018 

JDHLS shows. Lawrence’s thirteen-page 1921‒23 work diary, 

moreover, was never included anywhere. There will almost certainly, 

too, be a CUP 100 Poems by Lawrence, edited by Christopher and 

me: plans are well advanced. The forty volumes of the Edition of the 

Works, including the three volumes of The Poems, together with the 

eight volumes of Letters, nonetheless stand clear as one of the great 

editorial achievements of the second half of the twentieth century and 

the first quarter of the twenty-first. 

 That final volume of The Poems, and thus also of the Works, in 

the familiar black and red livery of the Edition, brought tears to my 

eyes too. I had been concerned with it, in one form or another, for 

more than thirty-five years. 

 

 
1  Editing itself was sometimes discussed. Readers may be amused to learn 

that one long and heated discussion centred on the question of whether 

hyphens could be meaning-bearing and so should not be standardised (this 

was in the early 1980s, when a widespread policy of silent emendation of 

unimportant features was still being practised). Helen Baron had written a 

letter arguing that hyphens could be meaning-bearing (she was working on 

the text of Sons and Lovers), and I agreed (I could cite LG 323:13 and 

323:21, the first showing ‘bagpipe’ as the instrument, the latter showing 

‘bag-pipe’ as the player of the instrument). I forget what we decided, but 

fortunately the editorial practice of the emendation of authorial 

inconsistencies ended shortly afterwards: it was a relic of the time, at the 

start of the edition, when CUP hoped that its edition would be a commercial 

success and did not want to bother its readers with the inconsistency of 

“light-blue” (PO 12:17 unemended) and “light blue” (2:19). 
2  Warren Roberts was persuaded that the editor’s choice of what we called 

base-text should usually be the first edition. Errors in that edition should be 

rectified by study of the manuscripts, typescripts, and so on; the printed text 
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(to Warren, in particular) had a special value and should be adopted when, 

for example, an editor could not be entirely sure where a change had 

occurred along the line of textual derivation (had the variant, for instance, 

occurred when Lawrence corrected a now missing typescript or was a 

printer independently responsible for it?). Warren Roberts was sure that the 

text of the first edition was what should be selected in such a case. One 

result of this, incidentally, was that the textual apparatus of an edition 

became a record not of the gradual textual development of a text but only 

of the places where the first edition text had been emended. 

Both the state of the manuscript archive and the very nature of the way 

editing was now being carried out on the edition had, over the years, called 

such a relatively simple method into question. The CUP edition of The 

Prussian Officer and Other Stories was a good example of how such a 

philosophy of editing produced a text; the rule of taking the first edition as 

base-text was imposed upon me (its editor) in the case of eleven stories out 

of the twelve in the book. As a result, the textual apparatus is extremely 

uninformative and crucial final decisions about Lawrence’s responsibility 

for changes and variants become distorted, as is always likely to be the case 

if a printed edition is used as base-text. I (and others) prefer to trust an 

author’s own manuscript rather than a printed text, if there is any doubt 

about who is responsible for a particular change; but it took the Board some 

time to be reconciled to this position; see Paul Eggert, ‘The Cambridge 

Edition’, D. H. Lawrence in Context, ed. Andrew Harrison (Cambridge: 

Cambridge UP, 2018), 309‒11. 


